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US 4521930 86079797 PIP-SQUEAKS SKINNIES Markers Crayola Properties, Inc. CORPORATION 
DELAWARE 1100 Church Lane Easton 
PENNSYLVANIA 18042

08/31/06 10/01/13 Alive No No Marks are not that similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to pip-squeaks 
skinnies), and the goods and services are only mildly related 
(children's books versus markers and other writing instruments). 
Not highly likely for their to be expansion from writing instruments 
into book market.  No likelihood of confusion

Not likely given that while this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is unlikely given the difference in goods and services. No 
clearance problem.

US 4000814 85036164 PIP-SQUEAKS Color pencils; Glitter glue for stationery 
purposes; Markers; Writing instruments

Crayola Properties, Inc. CORPORATION 
DELAWARE 1100 Church Lane Easton 
PENNSYLVANIA 18042

12/31/08 05/12/10 Alive Yes Marks are the same  (Pip-Squeaks compared to pip-squeaks), but 
goods and services are only mildly related (children's books 
versus markers and other writing instruments).  Not highly likely for
their to be expansion from writing instruments into book market.  
Possible likelihood of confusion

Likely given that  this mark has priority and likelihood of confusion, 
particuarly with possible expansion. CLEARANCE PROBLEM.

US 78625196 PIPSQUEAK Baby soap; baby shampoo; baby oil; baby 
powder; baby wash; baby bubble bath; non-
medicated skin cream for diaper rash; non-
medicated baby skin balms; baby skin lotions

Queen Bee's Earthly Delights LLC LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY WISCONSIN 202 East 
Street, Suite 400 Baraboo WISCONSIN 53913

05/09/05 Dead (Abandone8/9/2006 No No Marks are  similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to Pipsqueak), but the 
goods and services are not related (children's books versus baby 
care products).  Very unlikely for their to be expansion from baby 
care products into the book market.  No likelihood of confusion.

Not likely given that while this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is not likely  given the difference in goods and services.  
In addition, this mark has not been used since 2006, invoking the 
three year presumption for abandonment.  No clearance problem.

US 4164915 77824745 PIPSQUEAK Comic magazines, joke book magazines 
featuring characters from animated, action 
adventure, comedy and drama features, comic 
magazine series, comics, and magazines 
featuring characters from animated films; 
children's books; magazines featuring characters 
from animated, action adventure, comedy and 
drama features.

Archie Comic Publications, Inc. CORPORATION 
NEW YORK 325 Fayette Avenue Mamaroneck 
NEW YORK 10543

Security Interest by
FIRST BANK OF GREENWICH, THE
444 EAST PUTNAM AVENUE
GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 

Security Interest by
FIRST BANK OF GREENWICH, THE
444 EAST PUTNAM AVENUE
GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830

01/03/12 09/11/09 Alive No Yes Marks are similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to Pipsqueak) and the 
goods and services are very close (children's books versus 
children's books and comic books.  High likelihood of confusion.

High likelihood of confusion with almost the same mark and same 
goods and services.  This mark also gains priority given the early 
filing date, which becomes the constructive first date of use that is 
before the use date of the potential mark (12/1/09).  CLEARANCE
PROBLEM.

US 4000373 77943867 PIP-SQUEAKS Color pencils; Glitter glue for stationery 
purposes; Markers; Writing instruments.

Crayola Properties, Inc. CORPORATION 
DELAWARE 1100 Church Lane Easton 
PENNSYLVANIA 18042

12/28/04 02/24/10 Alive No No Marks are similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to pip-squeaks), but 
goods and services are mildly related (children's books versus 
markers and other writing instruments).  Unlikely for their to be 
expansion from writing instruments into book market.  No likelihood
of confusion

Not likely given that while this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is unlikely given the difference in goods and services. No 
clearance problem.

US 3780211 77701773 LITTLE PIPSQUEAK Soaps for personal use by children Pipsqueak Soap LLC LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY NEW JERSEY 35 Hornblower Drive 
Waretown NEW JERSEY 08758

3/0/2009 03/29/09 Dead (Cancelled 12/2/2016 No No Marks are not that similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to Little 
Pipsqueak), and the goods and services are not related (children's 
books versus children's soaps).  Very unlikely for their to be 
expansion from children's soaps into the book market.  No 
likelihood of confusion.

Not likely given that while this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is not likely given the difference in the marks and the 
goods and services.  In addition, mark cancelled in December 
2016. No clearance problem.

US 3780210 77701768 PIPSQUEAK SOAP COMPANY Body lotion; shower gel; shampoo; non-
medicated lip balm; skin care preparation, 
namely, body polish; body and foot scrub; non-
medicated foot cream; bath and shower gels and 
salts not for medical purposes; bath soaps; 
bubble bath; soaps for personal use.

Pipsqueak Soap LLC LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY NEW JERSEY 35 Hornblower Drive 
Waretown NEW JERSEY 08758

11/00/08 03/29/09 Dead (Cancelled 12/2/2016 No No Marks are not that similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to Pipsqueak 
Soap Company), and the goods and services are not related 
(children's books versus soap).  Very unlikely for their to be 
expansion from soaps into the book market.  No likelihood of 
confusion.

Not likely given that while this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is not likely given the difference in the marks and the 
goods and services. In addition, mark cancelled in December 
2016. No clearance problem.

US 76380925 PIP-SQUEAK NOUN 'PIP-,SKWEK: ONE THAT IS SMALL. A 
UNIQUE CHILDREN'S BOUTIQUE

Retail store services featuring children's apparel. Gal et Garcon, LLC DBA Pip-Squeak LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY CALIFORNIA 8213 W. 
3rd Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90048

11/01/01 03/12/02 Dead (Abandone12/13/2002 No Marks are not similar (registered mark contains much additional 
material, deemphasizing pip-squeak as an identifer on its own), 
and the goods and services are different (children's books and a 
children's store).  There is some possiblity of expansion between 
these two markets, but the differences in the marks avoids 
confusion. No likelihood of confusion.

Not likely given that while this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is not likely given the distinct differences in the marks 
and current goods and services.  In addition, this mark has not 
been used since 2002, invoking the three year presumption for 
abandonment.   No clearance problem.

US 2229134 75503755 PIP-SQUEAKS Candy, namely, button shaped candy with 
pressed tablet centers, in assorted fruit flavors 
and colors.

Sconza Candy Company CORPORATION 
CALIFORNIA 919 Eighty-First Avenue Oakland 
CALIFORNIA 946212511

10/01/96 06/17/98 Dead (Cancelled 12/10/2005 No No Marks are similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to Pip-Squeaks), but 
the goods and services are not similar (children's books versus a 
specific type of candy).  Likelihood of expansion is possible, but 
not likely.  No likelihood of confusion.

Not likely given that hile this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is not likely given the distinct differences in the marks 
and current goods and services.  In addition, this mark has not 
been used since 2005, invoking the three year presumption for 
abandonment.   No clearance problem.

US 75182148 PIP-SQUEAKS Candy, namely, button shaped candy with 
pressed tablet centers, in assorted fruit flavors 
and colors.

Sconza Candy Company CORPORATION 
CALIFORNIA 919 Eighty-First Avenue Oakland 
CALIFORNIA 946212511

08/05/97 Dead (Abandone4/29/1998 No No Marks are similar (Pip-Squeaks compared to Pip-Squeaks), but 
the goods and services are not similar (children's books versus a 
specific type of candy).  Likelihood of expansion is possible, but 
not likely.  No likelihood of confusion.

Not likely given that hile this mark has priority, likelihood of 
confusion is not likely given the distinct differences in the marks 
and current goods and services.  In addition, this mark has not 
been used since 1998, invoking the three year presumption for 
abandonment.   No clearance problem.


